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Parameters are ‘god given’



Parameters are ‘god given’ a human work

This presentation concerns the tools that have been {created, expanded, maintained}
under the PROMETHEUS project – what they do, how they work, and how they have
been used.

Specifically:
I the lattice-estimator [APS15] (github:malb/lattice-estimator),
I the leaky-LWE-estimator [DDGR20] (github:lducas/leaky-LWE-Estimator),
I NTRUFatigue-estimator [DvW21] (github:WvanWoerden/NTRUFatigue).

github: malb/lattice-estimator
github: lducas/leaky-LWE-Estimator
github: WvanWoerden/NTRUFatigue


The high level what

Broadly speaking, any (lattice) estimator takes as input a subset of

{parameters} × {attacks} × {attack models},

and outputs estimates for the costs of the attacks. For example

{Kyber512} × {primal uSVP} × {cost: ADPS16, shape: GSA}.



The high level what

Different estimators aim for different levels of generality:
I lattice-estimator ↔ high generality (many parameters, attacks, models),
I leaky-LWE-estimator ↔ high specificity (some parameters, one attack in detail),1

I NTRUFatigue-estimator ↔ high specificity (some parameters, one attack in
detail).

Ultimately, the aim is to integrate all impactful attacks into the lattice-estimator.

1 Creates a flexible framework for introducing side channel information into lattice reduction, we
will mostly discuss its model for the primal uSVP attack.
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The lattice-estimator

An implementation that came out of a paper [APS15] that systematised and improved
the analysis of a large range of attacks against LWE.

Prometheus members are involved in its maintenance and improvement (e.g. recent
MATZOV [MAT22] cost model).

The aim is to capture as many attacks and improvements as possible and automate
their cost estimation against a wide range of popular parameters, e.g. dimension,
modulus, secret and error distributions etc…
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How to use: the lattice-estimator

Create parameter object.

Estimate suite of attacks given:
I a model for lattice reduction cost,
I and a model for lattice reduction shape.



How to use: the lattice-estimator

Then

gives



How to use: the lattice-estimator

One can also specific a particular attack and its options

to obtain

Most importantly, read the docs!
https://lattice-estimator.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.
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How it works: the lattice-estimator

It has a highly modularised codebase
I top level Estimate class ↔ lwe.py,
I initiating and transforming LWE parameters ↔ lwe_parameters.py,
I each attack has its own file, with a class per variant ↔ e.g. lwe_primal.py with

class PrimalHybrid,
I reduction cost models ↔ reduction.py,
I reduction shape models ↔ simulator.py,
I error and secret (‘noise’) distributions ↔ nd.py,
I several more, probability amplification, distinguishing, mitm…

Ultimately, the estimator uses a local minimum finder to minimise the cost of a given
attack in a given model against given parameters.



Some useful notes…

It does not take structure into account; it maps straight from modules to integers.

It does not currently include the probabilistic uSVP techniques examined
in [DDGR20, PV21] or the overstretched estimator of [DvW21].

It does not currently include any SIS estimation.

It does contain many TODOs and (almost certainly) some bugs, please contribute or
perform code review!

We do have a good understanding of which β succeed for different attacks, what is
challenging is converting this into a more expressive cost.
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The leaky-LWE-estimator

So called because its main function is the integration of leaks (i.e. side channel
information) into the primal uSVP attack.

As a subtask improved our understanding of probabilistic aspects of this attack – in
short consider the probability distributions of projections of the embedded vector, not
their mean lengths.

There are excellent tutorials in [DDGR20, App. A] for the side channel aspects, I will
focus on the probabilistic uSVP estimator.
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How to use: the leaky-lwe-estimator

Set up parameters

Initialise the instance as inst



How to use: the leaky-lwe-estimator

Integrate any short vector hints (we know ‘q’ vectors will be in our lattice)

Perform estimation without probabilism or simulation (e.g. Simulator.GSA of
lattice-estimator)



How to use: the leaky-lwe-estimator
Perform estimation with probabilism and simulation

Accumulates probabilities over progressive BKZ tours, and gives



The NTRUFatigue-estimator

A line of works [ABD16, CJL16, KF17] showed important security implications of
setting the modulus q too large in structured lattice schemes. Initial results were
asymptotic and experiments focussed on low power lattice reduction and large q.

This work makes huge strides towards concretising the size of q required for these
attacks to function, and understanding precisely how lattice reduction functions on
such instances.

As part of the software contribution the authors give a probabilistic estimator that
determines an average blocksize β where the first of two potential cryptanalytic events
(DSD and SKR) will occur.
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How to use: the NTRUFatigue-estimator

Load the estimator and set up the instance

Run the estimator
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How to use: the NTRUFatigue-estimator

Inspect the results

Note that if we use a smaller q = 12289, we receive
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Use cases

A non exhaustive list of how these estimators have been used:
I NIST candidates: KYBER, SABER, FRODO, DILITHIUM,
I PROMETHEUS research: to estimate the security of signatures based on new

Gaussian samplers over modules [BEP+21],
I non PROMETHEUS research: to estimate LSH based improvements to MitM

attacks on ternary LWE [KM21], in FHE standardisation [ACC+18].



Conclusion

When are these tools for you? Whenever any subset of the following apply:
I you have designed a scheme based on LWE or NTRU,
I you want to understand how lattice attacks behave against concrete parameter

choices for it,
I you want to know which attacks to consider (non automatically) in more detail,
I you want to understand the (lattice reduction based) implications of certain kinds

of side channels,
I you want to rule out attacks against too large moduli.
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